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Paju Book City, design sketch: Florian Beigel, 1999.

Hadspen Gardener’s House Ensemble design model. photo: Philip Christou, 2009.

Hadspen Gardener’s House Ensemble. Sketch: Florian Beigel

Hadspen Gardener’s House Ensemble seen from across the
Parabola walled garden, 2009.

Detail of a miniature from Le Livre des
prouffitz
champestres,
Bibliotèque
Nationale de France, Paris.

Folding screen painting, Feast in Royal
Court, Korean Empire (approx. 1900)
National Museum of Korea, Seoul.

Giovanni Mansueti, Miracle at San
Lio (1494), Gallerie dell’ Accademia,
Venice.

Church of St. Giusta, Bossano, Italy,
13th C.

Place Patron Ravell,
Le Lavandou, France:
Simba Postcards.

Giorgio Morandi, Still life (1959), private
collection.

Half Moon Theatre, designed by
ARU. photo: Peter Cook. 1985

Over the last few years when the bizarre in architecture has somehow started to become exhausted, the Architecture
Research Unit (ARU) has maintained its passion for architecture as urbanism. This idea carries the potential for
generosity of architecture. We feel relaxed with this as a starting point
for design. We are interested in even the smallest urbanism, such as the
bottles and tea caddies on the table forming the horizon in a painting
by Giorgio Morandi. We think of furniture as city. Our projects are rarely
stand-alone objects. There are often at least two buildings in a project.
We like the expression ‘ensemble’ and we ask the question, ‘What can
an ensemble of buildings do for the city’? Can the ensemble be a gift to
the city? Can it reveal special qualities of the city or the landscape?
We attempt to design buildings that make a strong contribution
to the quality of the public realm. These buildings have a sense
of civility. This is a gentle civility that can be adapted to embrace
the everyday and the special
occasion of a particular context.
We have become more
interested in a gently figurative,
and less abstract architecture.
We are attracted by the awkward. This is something like the awkwardness of a good friend, it is people friendly.
Basically we are examining again how our work relates to the human figure. In the painting illustrated here, ‘Miracle
at San Lio’, 1494 by Giovanni Mansueti, (Gallerie dell’ Accademia, Venice), figures are standing in every window
observing a procession of people in the public space in front of the buildings. It seems as if the buildings become
like figures themselves speaking to the open space in front of them.
The Architecture Research Unit is in the fortunate position to practice design
as research. Research for us is mostly sketching as a process of finding
the idea. We would say we sketch ideas of architectural space, rather than
pictures, and we like
to make excursions
into the world of
art and of history.
We are exploring
the idea of a continuity of architectural and cultural thinking
that is sensitive to the contemporary context. The researches of
historical precedent help us to find a correct use of architectural
language. This does not mean we are borrowing images from
history. We are looking for clarity, freshness and delight. Peter Märkli an architect friend in Switzerland stresses that
history needs to be translated and transcended through a contemporary context. We are looking for architectural ideas
across cultures. For example, it is delightful to think about the evolution of the garden to the
city when looking at a Korean representation in the National Museum of Korea in Seoul of
a temporary palace structure erected for a feast in a garden, or in an etching by Piranesi of
Hadrian’s Villa near Rome, or a painting of a medieval
city of gardens and little towers in Jacques Le Goff’s
book, Pour l’amour des villes, (Les éditions Textuel
1997). In this exhibition, the Architecture Research
Unit is presenting three architectural projects each
typologically situated between Landscape and City.
The projects range from small scale to medium scale to
large scale. For ARU the challenge for all three projects
is to design an architectural idea as a city at the 3
different scales, from the very small to the very large.
1. A Village Ensemble in Hadspen,
Somerset, near Stonehenge, England
Hadspen is a Country Estate situated in a
17th C classical landscape with an elegant
Georgian House, a typical avenue of Lime
trees (originally elms), a woodland ridge and
a rich patchwork of walled gardens, together
representing a kind of city in origin. The
owner is thinking about a transformation of
the original agricultural settlement into a more
contemporary economy with diverse, coexisting programmes with a greater number
of people living and working on the estate.
The first project within this strategy is a new
Gardeners House Ensemble designed by ARU.
2. A City Cluster of Publishing Houses in Paju Book City, Korea
One can find a strong cultural and architectural design ambition in
the life of the Book City today. This was the aim of the founding
publishers of Paju Book City. They are special. They share a generosity
of spirit. They practice an open door policy. Almost all publishers
contribute to a cultural programme of book fairs, special book fairs
for children, book launches, art and architectural exhibitions held in
Paju’ s own Cultural Centre or in the individual publishing houses.
Paju has a unique sense of civility which can be experienced in
a special public realm comprising the wetland canal unifying the
entire estate, a number of cultural building clusters, the city views of
the Han River landscape and the Simhak Mountain and the street
spaces running north south parallel to the river. Some publishing
houses on the main streets make gifts to the city with little public
squares and public courtyards extending the space off the street.
ARU has completed three publishing houses at Paju Book
City, two for Youl Hwa Dang Publishing House and one
for Positive Thinking People Publishing House. These
buildings sit along side each other on Bookmaker’s Street,
forming a city cluster in Paju with a generousity of spirit and sense of civility.
Youl Hwa Dang Publishing House Following the presentation of ARU’s Urban
Landscape Concept Design for the Book City to the Book City Culture Foundation
in 1999, the Chairman Mr. Yi Ki Ung asked ARU (Florian Beigel and Philip Christou)
and MARU (Kim Jong Kyu) to design Youl Hwa Dang Publishing House as a
demonstration project of the ideas that make up the Urban Landscape Concept.
The basic architectural ideas have their origin in the Han River Landscape:
Paju Book City - an Urban wetland, a co-existence of wilderness and urbanity;
To ensure views of the Han River Landscape and of Simhak mountain;
A two strata city - a dense city level below the flood protection embankment
(motorway) datum, accommodating courtyards and street spaces, and a city level
above the flood protection embankment datum, for the pavilions of the horizon
on floor levels 3 and 4 of Paju affording good views of the Han River landscape.
The Youl Hwa Dang Phase 01 building with its enigmatic figurative presence in black timber reflected all these ideas quite clearly. Mr. Yi Ki Ung managed
to persuade the owners of Positive Thinking People Company to build their building ensemble as the good neighbour of Youl Hwa Dang to the south.

Youl Hwa Dang Book Hall Building, photo: Jonathan Lovekin, 2009

Youl Hwa Dang Book Hall Building, photo: Jonathan Lovekin, 2009.

Youl Hwa Dang, photo: Jonathan Lovekin, 2004.

Positive Thinking People Publishing House. photo, Jonathan
Lovekin, 2007.

Positive Thinking People
Publishing House The
architects for the Publishing
House of Positive Thinking
People are Architecture
Research Unit, London and
Network In Architecture,
Seoul (Choi Jong Hoon).
The pair of buildings make
a gift to Paju by offering
the citizens a little public
courtyard space as part of
the ensemble. It has has
also a special position in the Book City. Located at the south end of Bookmaker’s Street,
they mark the moment where the grain of the city and the road takes a turn in direction
of 143 degrees. The north building of the pair takes up the direction of the city grain of
the Bookmaker’s Street. The south building makes a gesture of rotation like a dancer hesitantly positioning itself between
these two city geometries. This dancing performance happens in the courtyard of the Positive Thinking People ensemble.
Youl Hwa Dang Book Hall Building The third building in the Cluster
of three buildings is the recently completed Book Hall, an extension
of Youl Hwa Dang Publisher to the north of the original black building.
The Book Hall building also makes an offering to the city in form of the
Art Yard, a little public square off Book Maker’s Street. The Book Hall
opens to the Art Yard under a small portico building. Entering the hall
gives a feeling of stepping into a contemplative memory place. The
little portico building nestling in the Art Yard can’t deny its parents.
Similar to the language of Positive Thinking People Building and in a more
archaic way, similar to the black Youl Hwa Dang building next to it, the façade of the Book Hall Building facing the
Art Yard speaks a friendly classical language of vertical differentiation. It is composed of closely packed buildings
next to each other or on top of each other with different characters and architectural proportions. They are all simple
wall and window buildings. A closer look at the façade reveals 3 or 4 different architectural characters in the Art
Yard façade. The different characters to some extent reflect the essential spatial differentiation behind the facades:
Book Hall, Mezzanine Lounge, Reading Room, and Book Café, with double storey Apartments stacked on top.

Saemangeum Island City , Agri- tourism, Korea,
2008.

Saemangeum Island City, Korea. View looking
west to the Yellow Sea horizon, 2008.

An island experience, Venice, Italy.
photo: Philip Christou, 2008

Sea Wall, Saemangeum, Korea. photo: Alex Bank,
2008.

Satilitte image, Saemangeum, Korea, 2007.

3. Saemangeum Island City International Design Competition for a Comprehensive Urban Design Project;
1 of 3 joint winning designs, Architecture Research Unit, London Metropolitan University, 2008/09
ARU was invited to this competition/workshop as one of 7 international design research architects including: MIT,
Columbia University, Berlage Institute, Yonsei University, Tokyo Institute of Technology and European University of Madrid.
The ARU team was supported by consultants in the fields of urban economy, landscape architecture and ecology,
hydrology, quantity surveying and an international research network on renewable energy, (see list on back of poster).
In Paju, the flood protection embankment is the main generator for the form of the new urban landscape.
The 33 km long seawall, (the longest in the world) is the essential force that will shape the new urban landscape
of Saemangeum in Jeollabuk-Do Province. This seawall is an impressive achievement, a witness of a strong
civilisation. It comes with a cost - a considerable environmental impact. As for Paju, we propose the concept of an
urban wetland, a co-existence of wilderness and urbanity as a way for both to have a mutual respect for each other.
City Programmes The original motive to build the seawall at Saemangeum
was to increase the size of the breadbasket of Korea in JeollabukDo. This motive has not gone away. It is as urgent today, as it was in
the 1980’s when the project was conceived. Saemangeum will need to
grow food. It will however not be an exclusively agricultural programme.
This would be too vulnerable as can be seen looking at the present sad
state of affairs of ongoing depopulation and young farmers moving to the
cities in this region. Saemangeum needs an economical programme of
co-existence, a diverse and flexible economy, with mutually supportive
branches that protect people from economic fluctuations in the future.
This programme of coexistence might include agri-tourism offering holidays
on the farm. If the farm economy takes a downturn, the guesthouse could
still go strong supporting the farm, and the other way round. We have spoken to the Mayor in Gimjee.
This kind of co-existing economy is exactly what the people of Gimjee want. This is working well
in Italy and France. The touristic programme in a city of islands has other wider possibilities. The
new islands could be used to accommodate visitors. The beautiful small islands of the Gogunsan
Archipelago should be protected and used for day excursions similar to the Greek island tourism.
The Seawall itself is a strong touristic attraction already now. Another extension of the farming could
include renewable energy production for example: farming solar energy or wave and marine turbine
energy outside the seawall to be sold to the national grid; or algae biomass energy grown in green
houses. The Dutch economy of the food clusters is interesting for Saemangeum. Food research in
a university co-exists with food processing industries, food packaging industries etc. For example,
30 or more branches of industry are coexisting in the Food Valley of Wageningen in Holland.
The idea is to design a city that is not divided into separate zones of specific
functions. Rather, the city as a whole, at all stages of its development is the attraction.
City of Islands Saemangeum has a very large lake of fresh water, 27 m deep in some
places. The whole of the lake can not be economically filled with land. There will inevitably
be a lot of water in the new city. For this reason we propose the idea of a city of islands.
We think the bodies of water can be an enjoyable experience in the new city. The water
space between the natural mountains, the former seashore of the river estuary and the
islands of the Gogunsan Archipelago is the backdrop for 8 new islands all different in
form and in character. The beauty of the different qualities of the various bodies of water is
fundamental to the attractiveness of the new city. The island city could be thought of as a
composition of water gardens with a poetic tension between the natural and the artificial.
Feasibility of island shaping became an optimisation of length of overall water frontage (high land value), set against the overall length of flood
protection embankments (cost). Our initial islands were thin and long with 20 to 40 minutes crossing time by foot. They required 200 or more
km of flood protection embankments. This was considered to be unfeasible. We are proposing fewer and larger islands now, more compact
in shape, with internal water bodies needing significantly less flood protection. They are placed generally in shallow water to reduce landfill.
The ARU design was guided by the following conceptual ideas: An urbanism of selected densification
The population of the city is concentrated in places of special landscape interest, leaving areas of open water and agricultural
or woodland between these areas of density. This is a strategy to reduce sprawl. Sprawling cities are not attractive.
A city close to life We are designing with a meaningful city language of well-proven and adaptable City Structures from many places
in the world. They have a clear language of public space and they incorporate safe and pleasant streets, squares and gardens.
The new islands of the city are built in shallow waters. We don’t feel restricted by this. This is a reality that
grounds our imagination. The aim is an integrated city full of liveliness, vitality, and flexibility of use. We
have tried to reduce the need for single functional use zones in the city. A zoned city is not sustainable.
A city of civility In the case of Saemangeum, this means high quality water spaces within the city. This involves intensive design
sketching/researching of spaces between buildings of the new city - to research water frontage spaces, harbour and port spaces,
canal spaces, water bodies, water parks and so on. The quality of the public realm of the city sets the standard of civility of
the city. It is the high quality of the public spaces that will be critical for attracting people to work, live and visit Saemangeum.
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ARU is an architectural design laboratory primarily concerned with the exploration of ideas about space, (‘space conceptions’, as Mies van der Rohe called them). These ideas are
tested in live built projects. We consider these live projects to be design as research. ARU’s projects are celebrated by the profession through extensive international publication
and design awards.
Florian Beigel founded the ARU practice in 1979. He is an ARB registered architect and Director of ARU. Philip Christou is a Research Fellow in Architectural Design at ARU. He has
worked with Florian Beigel Architects and ARU since 1985. The architectural team also includes 3 full time architectural research assistants, and grows to a team of 8-10 people
when working on large competitions or building projects, such as the recent Saemangeum Urban Project, South Korea.
Project Credit List
Saemangeum Island City:

ARU Design Team: Florian Beigel, Philip Christou, Alexander
Bank, Thomas Bates, Bumsuk Chung, Thomas Gantner, Alexander Gore, Minsun Kang, Jiehwoo Seung, Kalle Söderman.
ARU Students: Chris Drummond, Nicola Read, Joshua Williams
Urban Economy Team: Prof. Athar Hussain, Urban Economist,
Director, Asia Research Centre, London School of Economics and Political Science; Dr. Fran Tonkiss, Social Economist,
Director, Cities Programme, London School of Economics and
Political Science
Cost Consultant: Mun-Su Max Lee- President, Davis Langdon & Seah Korea Co. Ltd - Quantity Surveyors, Seoul, Korea
http://www.dlsqs.com
Environment Consultants: Jonathan Cook Architects, London
http://www.jcooklandscapes.co.uk; Dr. Qingwei Ma - Hydrologist, The City University, London
Renewable Energies Network:
Prof. Dr. H. Mueller (Energy Efficient Building Design University
of Dortmund, Germany); Prof. A.S. Bahaj (Marine Energy
Southampton University, UK); Dr. W. Jaeger (Façade Systems
and Hydrogen Technology Hydro Building Systems, Germany
+ Norway); Prof. Dr. E. J. Lee (Photovoltaics Semyung University, Korea); Prof. M. Santamouris (Sustainable Urban DesignNational and Kapodestrian University of Athens, Greece); Prof.
Schmid - Wind & Solar Energy, Biofuel & Biomass, ISET University of Kassel, Germany); Prof. Dr. C. Rehtanz (Development of
Supply Grids Dortmund University, Germany).
Video Animation:
Neutral, London, Tapio Snellman (Director), Michel’Angelo Ziccarelli, http://www.neutral.gs

Youl Hwa Dang Publishing House:

Client: Mr. Yi Ki Ung, YoulHwaDang Publishers
Architects: Architecture Research Unit, London: Florian Beigel,
Philip Christou Sangsoo Bae, Junkee Min
Metropolitan Architecture Research Unit, Seoul: JongKyu Kim,
JongHun Choi, Kyoung Hwa Kang
Structural engineer: Seoul Structural Engineering
Service engineers: Han Yang Tec and Ko Do Engineering Services
Contractor: DongNyuk Construction

Youl Hwa Dang Book Hall Building:

Client: Soojung Yi, YoulHwaDang Publishers
Architects: Architecture Research Unit: Florian Beigel, Philip
Christou, Alexander Bank, Bumsuk Chung,Thomas Gantner, Kalle
Soderman
Network in Architecture: Choi Jong Hoon, with Yang Ki Wook, Ryu
Sam Yeol, Kim Eun Ah
Structural engineer: TNI Strucutral engineering
Service engineers: Song-jung electrical consultants, BOW facilities
consultants
Contractor: Fine Construction

Positive Thinking People Publishing House:

Client: Positive Thinking Publishing
Architects: Architecture Research Unit, London: Florian Beigel,
Philip Christou, Ahn Jong Hwan, Nicholas Lobo Brennan, , Thomas
Gantner, Kalle Soderman.
Network In Architecture, Seoul: Jong-Hoon Choi, Yang Ki Wook,
Ryu Sam Yeol, Kim Eun Ah
Structural engineer: TNI Strucutral engineering
Service engineers: BOWMIE Consultants (facilities), Chung Song
ENC
Specialist consultants: Kwon Nia (landscape), Sunjin Engineering
Contractor: DongNyok Construction

Co-ordination of Exhibition Installation:
ARU: Florian Beigel, Philip Christou, Alexander Bank, Thomas Bates, Bumsuk Chung;

MARU: JungKyu Kim, Junkee Min;

Jae Yoon Kim, Ok In Lim

Urban Landscape and Architectural Concept
Design of Paju Bookcity:

Client: Bookcity Culture Foundation & Cooperative of Paju
Bookcity; Mr. Yi, Ki-Ung, Chairman
Architects: Florian Beigel Architects with Architecture Research
Unit: Florian Beigel; Philip Christou; Daniel Mallo Martinez; Park
Chi Won.
Core Team for Paju Bookcity Design Guide, 1999
Seung Hchioh Sang (Co-ordinator); Florian Beigel; Kim Jong
Kyu; Kim Young Joon; Min Hyun Sik.

Gardener’s House Ensemble, Hadspen,
Somerset

Client: Niall Hobhouse
Architect: Architecture Research Unit (ARU), London: Florian
Beigel, Philip Christou, Alexander Bank, Thomas Bates, Nicholas Lobo Brennan, Bumsuk Chung, Thomas Gantner, Kalle
Soderman.
Structural engineer: Greig Ling
Service engineers: Fulcrum Consulting
Specialist consultants: Ian Constanttinides, Historic Building
Consultant; AZ Urban studio Planning Consultants

